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Penelope Woods has just lost her father.It had been only the two of them her whole life and

they had been closer than most. Now that's he's gone, she feels more alone than ever before

and heads back home to figure out what to do next. It’s there, cleaning out his room, that she

finds his yeti research.Her and her father have been fascinated by yetis for years. When she

was a little girl, her father had grown tired of reading her bedtime stories about princesses and

princes and had started making up his own tales. Their favorites had been about the yeti, and

they had agreed to spend a year looking for one when she was older.Now that he’s gone, she

decides to still take the trip in his honor. She's hoping that she’ll be able to grieve his passing

and maybe even find herself again. She packs her bags and heads out into the snow but

instead of a yeti, she finds Atticus.He takes her to his cabin to warm up. When a snowstorm

hits and they get trapped together, Penelope falls hard and fast for the rugged loner with the

big heart.When the storm passes, will Atticus be able to let his feisty girl go? Or will he realize

that he just found his forever girl?*Warning: This book alpha is growly and head over heels in

love with his feisty girl. Are you looking for a short, sweet, instalove story? Then hit that button

cause this book is for you!

When Ty is pegged for a new CIA joint mission, his first thought was that he's tactical not

psyops. He is, however, the best one for this assignment - to get the target to fall in love with

him, giving him access to the terrorist the mission is tasked with taking down.Quinn has once

again penned a story that packs a powerful punch of both intrigue and romance. The level of

research this author invests in each new addition to her Iniquus World is simply daunting and is

what keeps this reader always coming back for the next one. Danger Signs isn't just about the

danger that is encountered every time these men and women are out in the field, but also

about the danger that threatens the heart - when the last thing your mission needs is for your

heart to get involved.Par for the course with Quinn's books, Danger Signs kept me up all night

till the threads were all woven together. A page-turning, unputdownable, wild ride you will not

want to miss, promise!~ R. Tarantini, VINE Voice___________________Never a dull moment!

Love this.You first met Delta Force operator Ty Newcomb in InstiGATOR and Even Odds, now

he has his own story in this book, Danger Signs.Danger Signs is the first novel of Fiona

Quinn's newest series, Delta Force Echo, part of the World of Iniquus.I highly recommend this

book. It has everything you need, and more:)~M.Daly, USA Today Bestselling

Author_______________~~Psychological Thriller and so much more...~~The first one in this

new series by Ms. Quinn and it doesn't disappoint for one page...not even one... The pace is

fast, the action intense and the psychological aspects of the novel are indeed amazing.From

the first chapter, I was indeed "hanging' in suspense wondering about the outcome of D-Day

and Ty. Oh my, what a way to begin a novel...This action took place along the Kenya-Uganda

border and was the beginning of an exciting action portion...And, one of many to come, I might

add.Enter CIA Agent Johnna White with a mission for Ty which involves some psychological

expertise. Loved this portion of the novel as the author covers such topics as the Myers-Briggs

test and other manners of deception. To paraphrase one thought...people manipulate others all

the time. Most interesting as that thought did open my eyes.The culture differences are also

explored in detail including Sharia law and arranged marriages. If not married, a woman will fall

under the protection of a trusted family male. So, one is able to ascertain that Kira does indeed



have a 'protector' but who is he really? Aha,. another plot twist enfolds.Must add those two

dogs that any canine lover will enjoy. Rory, a trained K-9 for the military. that Ty is in charge of

and also Princess Beatrice, a King Charles Spaniel that Kira is taking care of for a friend.The

inclusion of the wedding book gifted to Kira by her Aunt Fatima was also so interesting. This is

one more example of the meticulous research done by the author.Thrills, action, adventure and

psychological devices all contribute to this outstanding novel. Am looking forward to the next

one in this series.Most highly recommended and for multiple reasons.~ Serenity...HALL OF

FAME TOP 50 REVIEWER_______________This was an amazing, thrilling and exhilarating

story from start to finish.I loved every part from being on a mission, to retrieve a helicopter to

diving into the weird and crazy world of psyops that is a massive rabbit hole I tell you and it's

mind boggling to think how the CIA do mind-f..ks on people like that. I loved that Ty was

hesitant about 'playing' Kira, but then once he met her he truly did fall for her at first sight which

was cute...Omg Rory, is adorable, loyal and just darn awesome as a k-9 I love how instantly

protective he was of Kira like he fell at first site too.This story had many interesting elements

and I have to say chapter 23 was my favourite.~E. Hordon Top 100

Reviewer_______________I can't say enough about how this author has affected me. Her

stories are exciting and loving, but the information and meaning behind those stories is

invaluable.~ Goodreads Reviewer______________I was into this book wanting to read in one

reading. I was picking it up every time I had the chance , Love that this author did her research,

well written, characters came to life.~Goodreads ReviewerFrom the AuthorThe World of

Iniquus in chronological order: Weakest Lynx - Lynx SeriesMissing Lynx - Lynx SeriesChain

Lynx - Lynx SeriesCuff Lynx - Lynx SeriesWASP - Uncommon EnemiesIn Too Deep - Strike

ForceRelic - Uncommon Enemies Mine - Kate Hamilton MysteriesJack Be Quick- Strike

ForceDeadlock - Uncommon EnemiesInstiGator - Strike ForceYours - Kate Hamilton

MysteriesThorn - Uncommon EnemiesOpen Secret - FBI Joint Task ForceGulf Lynx - Lynx

SeriesCold Red - FBI Joint Task ForceOurs - Kate Hamilton MysteriesEven Odds FBI Joint

Task ForceSurvival Instinct - Cerberus Tactical K9Protective Instinct - Cerberus Tactical

K9Defender's Instinct - Cerberus Tactical K9 Danger Signs - Delta Force Echo Hyper Lynx -

Lynx SeriesDanger Zone - Delta Force Echo Danger Close - Delta Force Echo Fear The

REAPER - Strike ForceWarrior's Instinct - Cerberus Tactical K9 Team Bravo (2022)About the

AuthorFiona Quinn is a USA Today bestselling author, a Kindle Scout winner, and an Ebook

Tops All-Star. �Quinn writes smart, sexy suspense with a psychic twist in her Iniquus World of

action-adventure stories including Lynx, Strike Force, Uncommon Enemies, Kate Hamilton

Mysteries, FBI Joint Taskforce, Cerberus Tactical K9, and Delta Force Echo Series. �She writes

urban fantasy as Fiona Angelica Quinn for her Elemental Witches Series �And, just for fun, she

writes the Badge Bunny Booze Mystery Collection with her dear friend, Tina Glasneck under

the name Quinn Glasneck. �Quinn is rooted in the Old Dominion where she lives with her

husband and children. There, she pops chocolates, devours books, and taps continuously on

her laptop. �FionaQuinnBooks.com � �Read more
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BlurbPenelope Woods has just lost her father.It had been only the two of them her whole life

and they had been closer than most. Now that's he's gone, she feels more alone than ever

before and heads back home to figure out what to do next. It’s there, cleaning out his room,

that she finds his yeti research.Her father and her have been fascinated by yetis for years.

When she was a little girl, her father had grown tired of reading her bedtime stories about

princesses and princes and had started making up his own tales. Their favorites had been

about the yeti, and they had agreed to spend a year looking for one when she was older.Now

that he’s gone, she decides to still take the trip in his honor. She's hoping that she’ll be able to

grieve his passing and maybe even find herself again.She packs her bags and heads out into

the snow but instead of a yeti, she finds Atticus.He takes her to his cabin to warm up. When a

snowstorm hits and they get trapped together, Penelope falls hard and fast for the rugged loner

with the big heart.When the storm passes, will Atticus be able to let his fiesta girl go? Or will he

realize that he just found his forever girl?*Warning: This book alpha is growly and head over

heels in love with his feisty girl. Are you looking for a short, sweet, instalove story? Then hit that

button cause this book is for you!

1PenelopeMost people would say I’m smart. Strange for sure, but smart. I’m always prepared,

and I try not to put myself into unsafe situations. I’ve stayed close to home, to my dad, even

when I went to college and I was happy.So, why did I just spend twelve hours on a plane, three

hours in a rental car, and then an hour and a half on a boat crossing the Prince of Wales Strait

to get to this tiny island in northern Canada?To find a yeti.I’ve been obsessed with yetis since

the first time my dad told me about them. It was always just him and I, and I think by the time I

was six, he was sick of reading me bedtime stories about princesses being rescued by their

prince. Neither one of us could really relate to those stories. I didn’t want to be saved by some

dumb guy. I just wanted to go on an adventure and my dad was the same way. So, he started

making up his own stories, tales about fantastic creatures, living in the most beautiful of

places.I found some old rope in the garage, and I would play in our backyard for hours,

pretending to be an explorer and finding the most amazing places and things. It’s probably

pretty obvious that I didn’t have many friends, but that never bothered me. I had my dad and

that was more than enough for me. He encouraged my curiosity. One summer I built this

awesome tent village with mountains and a lava river down the middle and he let me keep it up

for three whole months.His stories got more in-depth as I got older, and we would spend hours

planning out trips, where we thought the best place to find each of these creatures would be

and how we would sneak up on them to get pictures and proof that they were real.The ones

about Yetis were always my favorite. Maybe it’s because we lived in Tempe, Arizona and the

idea of snow always fascinated me. Maybe it’s just that those were his favorite characters too



and I picked up on it.I was certain that I would grow up and be the world’s best adventurer. My

dad and I would travel around the world together, exploring all of those places and finding all of

those fantastic creatures that he had told me about. I even thought up a cool name for our

company. Mark and Pen. It was really just our two names, but I remember loving the sound of

it.He was an insurance salesman, and he taught me always to be prepared, but finding a yeti

was always our one shared dream. We had planned to head up north after I graduated college

and spend a year looking for one before we both got back to our real lives. We spent hours

planning out our trip, where we thought the best chances of spotting a yeti would be and all of

the equipment that we would need.He and my mom had me late in life, and he was nearing

retirement so it was meant to be a joint party. A year off for me before I joined the workforce

and a year off for him before he started his life in retirement. I had put off looking for a job or

finding a new apartment, more focused on our adventure.I had a month left of college when I

got the phone call. He had a stroke at the office and died before he reached the hospital. Just

like that, I was all alone. My mom had died in childbirth with me, and they were both only

children, so it had always been just the two of us.I was devasted, and I barely remember the

last month of school. I had gotten permission to come home and plan the funeral but I had to

go back for final exams. It was hard to concentrate or care about anything with a giant gaping

hole in my heart but I still passed.I finished college, got my degree in education, and then went

back home to deal with the house and all of his things. I spent six months back in Tempe, just

existing and grieving the loss of my dad and best friend.It was right before the house sold,

when I was going through his closet that I found all of his Yeti research. He had a whole box of

clues, threads from online forums about people who claimed to have spotted the creature. He

had bought all of the equipment that we thought we would need, and there were maps and

grainy photos printed out. It was like I had gotten a sign from my dad, a treasure map. I needed

to follow the clues that he had laid out and see if I could finally find what we had both been

hoping to see our whole lives.Before I could think too hard on it, I had booked a cabin on this

tiny island that all of his research mentioned and packed my bags. I had finished storing

everything and signed off on the sale of the house before I packed a bag and hopped on a

plane, headed as far north as I could get. From there, I rented a car and drove for three hours,

and then I hopped on a boat and now here I am.I wave to the captain of the small boat that

dropped me off on this island as he turns around and heads back to the mainland. The snow

that I had been so fascinated by when I was a little girl is blowing so much that I can barely see

a foot in front of my face. I’m not even sure that the captain sees me waving, but it’s the thought

that counts right?I let out a sigh, squinting as I tighten my hood around my face and brace

myself against the arctic cold. Most people would think it was crazy to head to a tiny deserted

island in northern Canada in the middle of the winter, but I feel like I have to do this still. For

him. For us.This is the first spot on my trip and the one with the most alleged Yeti sightings.

Aulavik National Park. I squint over my scarf, looking around the part of the island that I can

see. There’s so much snow, and I know that I need to get to my little rented cabin before the

storm gets any worse. I can look around the place after it’s calmed down a little out here.I grab

my GPS from my pocket, checking which direction the cabin is in before I tuck it back inside my

coat and set off through the forest. This climate and terrain are hard on a human, but I imagine

it would be perfect for a Yeti and my spirits lift as I think about finally seeing one.

2AtticusI got the email about one of the cabins being rented out for the next two weeks, but I

figured with the storm, it would be a couple of days before anyone came to claim the

reservation. Still, since I’m the only one on this island, I have to make the trip and double-check



that everything is ready for the guest.I’m the caretaker of Aulavik National Park and of this

island. Most people don’t come this far north, and I spend most of my days alone, which suits

me just fine. I’ve never really cared for other people. They seem so cruel to each other and I

want no part in that.I headed up here after school and got a job with the park rangers. They

couldn’t get anyone to take the posting on the island, but I had jumped at the chance. I get

paid, get to spend my time alone, out in nature, and I have a nice cabin that’s paid for.The wind

is starting to slow down, and I decide to get this over with while the weather is good. I pull on

my winter gear and lace up my boots before I hop on my snowmobile and take off for the south

side of the island where the guest cabins are set up. I cruise through the forest, checking for

any sign of trouble.I’m getting close to cabin three when I have to stop. There’s a tree that fell

over the path, and I’ll need to clear it in order to get the snowmobile through. Luckily, it’s not

that big and I should be able to just shove it out of the way for now. I can chop it up when the

weather is a little better and use it for firewood.I pull the snowmobile off to the side and shut it

off, dismounting and plodding through the deep snow over to the fallen trunk. I grunt as I shove

on the side, slowly pushing the tree off of the path. I’ve just got it out of the way, and I’m

standing back up when something flies at me, knocking into me and tackling me into the

snow.“What the hell?” I growl, rolling, so I’m on top.“YETI!” The little girl under me yells

happily.“What?” I ask, confused as she starts to wiggle underneath me.She freezes when she

gets a look at my face, and I suck in a sharp breath as I take her in. She’s gorgeous… well, I

think she is. Her eyes are anyway. I can’t see much more than them right now with the way

she’s bundled up.
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